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A preamble from real world: Natural Gas Storage

Natural gas storage using carbon 
nanostructures based on activated 
corncob 

Pressure reduced by a factor of ~4 
compared to empty tank 
CNG=compressed natural gas

DOE target 118 g/l



ΔE = ?
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An Experiment conducted at Empa to adsorb NH3 on “sumanene”
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Dynamics of impinging molecule

Substrate 320 K 
Molecule 410 K

EAM

DFT

Bowl-up Bowl-down

Power: 270 W

A “cheap” approach for a simulation

• Why do we have this adsorption pattern? 
• What is the average number of “UP” 

molecules? 
• What is the average number of dimers at low 

coverage? 
• How can we answer these questions? 
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A full abinitio study would require more computational resources

Several compute nodes
Power: 4.3 kW



Phase space

simple microscopic system: one particle 

a state of the macroscopic system can be specified 
by the 3N canonical coordinates q1,…,q3N and their 
conjugate momenta p1,…,p3N 
the 6N dimensional space spanned by {pi,qi} is called 
Γ space or phase space of the system

 correspond to the same macroscopic condition of the gas (e.g. same V or P or T)

a very large number of microscopic states of the system (e.g. position of the particles)

macroscopic system: e.g. 1023 particles, e.g. ideal gas (x1,y1,z1,…,xN,yN,zN) 
or… P,V,T,N…
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When we refer to a gas “under certain macroscopic conditions” , we have to imagine 
NOT  a single state

Gibbs ensamble

BUT  an infinite number of states, a collection of systems (mental copies) 

• identical in composition 
• identical in macroscopic condition 
• but existing in different states 

With Gibbs we call such a collection of systems an ENSEMBLE 



one state of a system: 

a given set of values for p and q of each particle 
is ONE point in the phase space 

Γ space

q

p

A Gibbs ensemble is represented by a distribution (usually continuous) of 
representative points in the  Γ space. It can be represented as a density function 
ρ(p1,..pN,q1,…qN,t)=ρ(p,q,t) 
where 
ρ(p,q,t)d3Np d3Nq 
is the number of representative points that at time t are contained in the infinitesimal 
volume element d3Np d3Nq of Γ cantered about (p,q)

Gibbs ensamble



The representative point of a system describes in Γeither a closed curve or a curve that 
never intersects itself. The curves of two distinct representative points never intersect

Trajectories in the phase space



Ensemble average

The observed value of a dynamical quantity O of a system is supposed to be its 
averaged value taken over a suitably chosen ensemble:

The time dependence of the ensemble average is governed by Liouville’s theorem 
(dρ/dt=0) and tells us how a quantity approaches equilibrium. 

The Ergodic Theorem/Hypothesis says that “in a sufficiently long time” the 
representative point of a system in Γ comes arbitrarily close to any point in the 
accessible phase space. 

We assume that: the ensemble corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium 
is one for which ρ is constant over the accessible phase space



Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
In a “dilute gas”, in absence of external forces, 
The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution determines the probability of finding a molecule 
with momentum p in the gas under equilibrium conditions

Can I apply this in the combustion chamber of a racing car engine?

where n=N/V is the particle density and p0 is the average momentum. 

the most probable velocity of a molecule would be the one maximising 4πp2f(p):



Classical Statistical Mechanics

POSTULATE: in thermodynamic equilibrium a system (“isolated”) is a member of an 
ensemble, called MICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE whose density function is:

if f(p,q) is a measurable property of the system we define the ensamble average of f as:

Every member of the ensemble has the same number of particles N, volume V and 
energy E (NVE)

What went away here compared to Gibbs ensamble?



Equipartition theorem 
we define Γ(E) as the volume in phase space occupied by the ensemble:

where k is a constant (that for convenience we call Boltzmann’s constant)

Classical Statistical Mechanics

then, being xi either a canonical qi or a conjugated pi we can DEMONSTRATE:

where T, defined as

is called TEMPERATURE

If we define the extensive quantity S (that for convenience we call Entropy) as:

EXTENSIVE quantity



virial theorem:

BE CAREFUL! from a mental collection of isolated systems, all having 
the same N,V,E we derived a quantity called.. Temperature

theorem of equipartition of energy: if the hamiltonian of a system contains f harmonic 
terms then the average energy of the system is

gas of:

gas of: v of center of mass (3/2 kT) + 2 rotations + 1 vibration:

BE CAREFUL!! “f” is not the number of degrees of freedom, 
it is the number of quadratic terms in the Hamiltonian!!

comes from equipartition theorem (slide before) since dp/dt=-dH/dq

“google” this to easily 
discover more..



R.E. Cornish E.D. Eastman (1928)

Specific heat of H2 gas at constant volume
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Specific heat of H2 gas at constant volume
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VBE CAREFUL!! “f” is not the number of degrees of freedom, 

it is the number of quadratic terms in the Hamiltonian!! WHY 7/2R for H2 and not 
3R?? the harmonic oscillator introduces the quadratic term “kx2” in the 
Hamiltonian

PLEASE NOTE that the different MODES are excited at different temperatures. We 
need high temperatures to activate the vibrational channel



Microcanonical Ensemble and  NVE MD simulations

E should be constant during the simulation 
V (defined by the simulation box) is kept fixed 
T is not constant



If I consider a simulation cell containing N atoms (~ 700 in the example of the previous 
slide), whose volume and shape is fixed, and I assign an initial velocity to each atom of 
the cell and I start evolving the position and velocity of each atom according to the 
equations of motions, then: 

the total Energy of the system should remain constant. 
“SHOULD” means that due to numerical errors the simulation will start to violate the 
energy conservation after a number of steps that depends on the algorithm we use to 
integrate the equations and on the specific features of the system investigated. 

THE TEMPERATURE of the system, initially defined by the set of velocities that I 
assigned, WILL NOT BE CONSTANT 

This particular kind of simulation is a so called NVE simulation and belongs to the 
microcanonical ensemble



we consider now a system not isolated: IN CONTACT WITH A THERMAL BATH

System 1: 
E1,N1

System 2, the thermal bath 
E2,N2

E2>>E1 
E2+E1=E 
the system E1+E2 is an element of a microcanonical  
ensemble

The volume in Γ space occupied by the “CANONICAL ENSEMBLE” is called 
partition function

where β=1/kT

Canonical Ensemble

ROLE of the Boltzmann's factor in determining the 
probability to “visit” specific configurations 



If we define 

we can demonstrate

Canonical Ensemble

velocity rescaling 
or 
Nosé-Hoover thermostat 
or… 

additional degrees of freedom 
mathematically introduced, coupled 
to the equations of motion. 

Negligible computational overhead

to obtain such a simple formula we hide in A all the 
complexity deriving from S



If we need to force T conservation in the simulation of the evolution of our atomistic 
model, we have to add “degrees of freedoms” to the classical equations of motions. 

We normally say that we “add a thermostat” to the simulation, this could be, for example, 
a so called “Nosé-Hoover” thermostat (a set of additional degrees of freedom  
whose equations of motion are coupled to the “classical equations” of motions of the 
particles in the system) or a “simple velocity rescaling thermostat” 

The aim of a atomistic simulation with “thermostat” is to reproduce the correct averages 
of the Canonical Ensamble. 

The number of particles N, the volume V of the system and the temperature T are 
supposed to remain constant during the simulation, this is why this calss of MD 
simulations are also known as NVT. 

The total energy of the system is not conserved but it is possible to define a conserved 
quantity that can be used to “monitor” the correctness of the integration procedure used 
to evolve in time the system.



Grand Canonical Ensemble

“Analogously”, if we consider the system to be also in contact with e reservoir of particles 
so that the number of particles in our system is not constant, we can define the  
Grand Canonical Ensamble. 
It is possible to demonstrate that 

where the probability that a system in the grand canonical ensemble has N particles is 
given by

where µ is the chemical potential

fugacity

System 1

bath

the “chemical potential” appears in 
this ensemble representing the 
energy cost to add/remove 
particles from the system



To understand the next slide, you should consider that 
a common case in computational materials science, where we need concepts coming 
from the grand canonical ensemble, is when we have to understand the relative stability 
of two materials that do not have the same stoichiometry (this, from a technical point of 
view, would correspond to two simulation cells not containing the same number of atoms  

To compare the energies of the two systems we need to know the chemical potential of 
each atom/molecule composing the system 

Another example is determining the stable structure of an interface, as in teh case below 
for possible different level of oxidation for the Sapphire/Ag interface

If you want or if you will need to go deeper into this, a good starting point is: 
https://journals.aps.org/prb/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevB.70.024103 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1682673

https://journals.aps.org/prb/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevB.70.024103
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1682673


E1<E2  
or 
E2<E1 ?

E1
E2

Ei = Ei
calc − Ni * µ −Ni * µ

A materials science problem related to Grand Canonical Ensemble



Is it now clear (?) that:

Then it should be no surprise, that if you go “one page further” in reading the Huang 
you will find the demonstration that…

Average in the Gibbs ensemble:

Microcanonical ensemble:

Grand Canonical ensemble:

Canonical ensemble:



How can we efficiently compute ensemble averages?

In a macroscopic system the total number of possible configurations can be perceived 
as infinite. Monte Carlo schemes are devised in such a way that “trajectories” probe 
primarily those states that are statistically most important. 
“High Energy” configurations have a Boltzmann weight negligible and “do not need” 
to be sampled. 
Importance sampling refers to schemes that are biased to probe the statistically 
important regions of configuration space



Monte Carlo Method in Statistical Mechanics

Trajectory: a “chronological” sequence of configurations for a system

We assume ergodicity, so we expect that we can obtain the average of a quantity as:

we want to build a trajectory that is ergodic and constructed in such a way that the 
Boltzmann distribution law is in accord with the relative frequencies with which 
different configurations are visited

if pν is the probability that at a given time the trajectory is in the state ν 
and wvv’ is the probability per unit time that if the system is in state ν it will “jump” to state 
ν’ then: 

O = lim
T→∞

O
T
with O

T
= 1
T

Ot
t=1

T

∑



at equlibrium, e.g. in the canonical ensemble,  

These equations provide the condition of the detailed balance: 
provided a trajectory algorithm obeys this condition, the statistics acquired from 
the trajectory will coincide to those of the equilibrium canonical ensemble.

In 1953 Nicholas Metropolis, Arianna W. Rosenbluth, Marshall N. Rosenbluth, Augusta 
H. Teller, and Edward Teller, in their “Equation of State Calculations by Fast Computing 
Machines” porposed an algorithm to obey the detailed balance condition on Monte Carlo 
simulations, the so called Metropolis Monte Carlo  
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1699114 

Monte Carlo Method in Statistical Mechanics



Particles interacting via first neighbour interaction: formation of a dimer results in an 
energy gain of ΔE=-0.01 eV. Breaking of a dimer has an energy cost of ΔE=+0.01 eV

i decide to move a particle chosen randomly 
from it’s location 

the move implies a energy change ΔΕ=0 thus i 
accept the move.

Monte Carlo Method step by step

to a new random one



Particles interacting via first neighbour interaction: formation of a dimer results in an 
energy gain of ΔE=-0.01 eV. Breaking of a dimer has an energy cost of ΔE=+0.01 eV

i decide to move a particle chosen randomly 
from it’s location 

the move implies a energy change ΔΕ=-0.01  
thus i accept the move.

Monte Carlo Method step by step

to a new random one



i decide to move a particle chosen randomly 
from it’s location 

the move implies an energy change ΔΕ=+0.01  
thus i pick up a random number (uniform  
distribution) in the range [0,1),  
i get 0.7 but at T  = 300K, temperature of our  
simulation, exp(-βΔE)=0.67  
thus I reject the move

Particles interacting via first neighbour interaction: formation of a dimer results in an 
energy gain of ΔE=-0.01 eV. Breaking of a dimer has an energy cost of ΔE=+0.01 eV

Monte Carlo Method step by step

to a new random one



Monte Carlo Method step by step
Now we can run a MC simulation and compute averages along its trajectory. 
It can be demonstrated that the error associated to the average of a quantity “O” 
computed along a MC trajectory of accepted AND rejected moves

where

Is there an ideal value for the nacc/nrej ratio, where nacc is the number of accepted moves 
and nrej the number of rejected one? 

If nacc/nrej  deviates significantly from 0.5 it could mean our sampling is not efficient but 
there is no rule. 

http://ideas.ted.com/when-should-you-settle-down/ 

e.g. in real life problems 37% seems to be an ideal 
acceptance rate



BE CAREFUL!
If the detailed balance is obeyed, and we perform a “reasonably long” MC simulation and 
we have a “reasonable” acceptance rate can we “blindly trust” the results of the MC 
simulation?

NO!

Movie courtesy of G.Bussi SISSA, Trieste

There could be “regions of interest” for my 
system that are separated by regions 
accessible only through high energy 
configurations. The high energy 
configurations would be “never” visited 
by a standard MC algorithm due to the 
Boltzmann factor

You will discover how to fix similar issues, 
how to deal with so called “rare events”, 
how to “escape from minima” in the next 
lectures.



Kinetic Monte Carlo: preamble

Formation of porous graphene networks upon self assembly of “hexaiodobenzene” 
on noble metal substrates



Kinetic Monte Carlo: preamble

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2010, 132 (46), pp 16669–16676 
DOI: 10.1021/ja107947z

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja107947z


J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2010, 132 (46), 
pp 16669–16676 
DOI: 10.1021/ja107947z

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja107947z


Kinetic Montecarlo

Suppose we want to describe the kinetics of a process such as the diffusion of 
particles or molecules on a surface. 
If we are able to characterise the process as a limited sequence of events (for 
example moving from one site to a next neighbouring site or binding to one adjacent 
molecule) and each event is thermally activated with a rate Γ (number of such events 
occurring per second) that depends on a characteristic “attempt frequency” and on the 
heigh of the barrier (ΔE)separating the initial state from the final state 
then we can reintroduce time into a Monte Carlo simulation with the following procedure:

ΔE is now the energy difference between the initial state and the transition state

see e.g. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.34.6819 

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevB.34.6819


Γ0i is the effective attempt frequency, in [s-1], for the event of kind i 

Suppose we have the situation depicted in the image, with three molecules, and that 
diffusion of one “molecule” from a site to a neighbouring one requires crossing a barrier  
Ed=0.1 eV, binding to a neighbouring molecule requires crossing a barrier of Eb=0.5 eV 
and breaking a bond between two molecules requires such an high barrier that we do 
not consider this latter event as possible.

1

2

3

The list of possible events for the system in this 
configuration will be 

• 6 diffusion events for particle 1: one diffusion to each 
one of the 6 nearest neighbour sites 

• 5 diffusion events and one binding event for particle 2 

• 5 diffusion events and one binding event for particle 3 

the list of events for the KMC step will contain 
16 entries

Kinetic Montecarlo



Γ0 can vary considerably from the “standard” 1013

Dynamics of Surface Migration in the Weak Corrugation Regime 

J. V. Barth, H. Brune, B. Fischer, J. Weckesser, and K. Kern 
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.84.1732

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.84.1732


In “Standard Transition State Theory” Γ can be computed knowing the frequencies 
of the normal modes of vibration of the system in its minimum configuration      and in the 
configuration of the transition state.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0022-3697(57)90059-8

Γ0 in standard transition state theory

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/0022-3697(57)90059-8


The next two slides contain the whole concepts of a standard Kinetic Monte 
Carlo simulation. 

With difference with respect to Monte Carlo, here a “move” cannot be arbitrary, 
a move is a simplification of a real process (e.g. a diffusion movement, a 
formation of a chemical bond, breaking of a chemical bond, adsorption of an 
atom or a molecule on a surface, desorption,…) that can occur in my system. 

In order to be able to DEFINE PROPERLY the event in the simulation protocol 
we have to be able to: 
-associate to the event a ENERGY BARRIER (energy difference between initial 
state and transition state separating the initial and the final state) 

-associate to the event an attempt frequency 

-associate to the event a “real” modification of the microscopic configuration 
of the system. 

IN KMC the Boltzmann factor acts on a “ACTIVATION ENERGY” 

IN KMC we reintroduce TIME that will evolve according to a Poisson 
distribution. 

WE USE THEORY derived form equilibrium hypothesis to describe “NON 
EQUILIBRIUM” processes…..



if we weight every event with its own rate Γi we can compute the total rate of the possible 
events for that configuration

Let’s assume Γd=1013 and Γb=1010 at 300 K the Boltzmann factor for the “d” event is 
~18*10-2 and for the “b” event is ~21 * 10-9  the total rate will be R=14*0.018*1013 + 
2*21*10-9*1010 The list of events weighted with the rate of each event would look like:

In the KMC algorithm we pick up two random numbers ρ1 ρ2 the first random number is 
used to pick up an event form the list and to execute it the second random number is 
used to evolve time

for example, in our case we have R=2564189444463 
if ρ1=0.22 we will have to execute the event d1,4

d1,1 d1,2 d1,3 d1,4 d1,5 d1,6 d2,2d2,1 d2,3

d2,4 d2,5 b1,6 d3,1 d3,2 b3,3 d3,4 d3,5 d3,6

Γ1,2

after the event “l” has been executed the time evolves 
t=t+dt where dt = -ln (ρ2)/R

Kinetic Montecarlo step by step



Determine the list of all processes A,B,C,… that 
could occur at the actual configuration of the  
system and compute the total rate 

A B C ….

extract two random numbers ρ1 and ρ2 

identify the element “l” of the list such that

A B C ….

execute the event found

update time: t = t+ dt with dt = -ln(ρ2)/R

Kinetic Montecarlo step by step



• We moved from the Gibbs ensemble governed by Liouville’s theorem to the 
microcanonical ensemble “removing time” and assuming the members of the 
ensemble to be systems in thermodynamic equilibrium 

• This allowed us to demonstrate that, e.g. in the canonical ensemble, the probability to 
find a system in a state of energy E is proportional to the Boltzmann’s factor through 
the partition function 

• We use kinetic Monte Carlo to simulate a system out of thermodynamic equilibrium 
and to do this… we use the Boltzmann’s factor… 

 

Be careful…!



http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja504126z

For the first exercise
Answering the question “how many dimers in average will I have at low coverage”? 
reveals us the strength of the pair interaction among the molecules. 
The pattern found in the experiments for high coverage is teh result of a complex 
interplay between short range and long range interactions, it will not be reproduced by a 
standard pair interaction potential

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja504126z


For the second exercise

(2,2,0,0)

(2,2,1,1)

Coordinate convention used for the hexagonal rigid lattice



For the second exercise

suppose the 12th particle has to move one site from (0,0,0) to (0,0,1), the event is coded 
as: event=[  [[0,0,1,0]],’d’,[12]  ]

suppose the 12th particle in (0,0,0) has to bind to the 45th one in (0,0,1) the event is 
coded as: event=[  [[0,0,0,1],[0,0,1,1]],’b’,[12,45]  ]


